7th UH Mānoa Assessment Leadership Institute

May 21-24, 2019

WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES?

- 4-day summer workshop
- Group meetings in fall 2019
- Project presentation in 2020

WHO SHOULD APPLY?

Faculty and staff in Hawai‘i higher education institutions who are interested, intend to lead academic program/institutional learning assessment projects, and can contribute to curriculum discussions or decisions.

A two-person team from the same department or institution is encouraged.

Priority will be given to those with assessment responsibilities.

COST

- $900 per person
- Fee is waived for UH Mānoa faculty & staff with endorsement from dean

WHY SHOULD YOU APPLY?

- Learn to lead assessment projects
- Enhance collaborative and facilitative leadership skills
- Receive individualized support from assessment experts
- Network with assessment professionals across Hawai‘i

Facilitators

Monica Stitt-Bergh, Ph.D.

Monica has 25 years of experience in assessment and evaluation. She served as the President of the Association of Assessment for Learning in Higher Education and the Hawai‘i-Pacific Evaluation Association. As a thought-leader in the field of learning assessment, Monica’s scholarship on assessment capacity building is nationally recognized. She has created and facilitated over 100 workshops on teaching and learning-outcomes assessment.

Yao Hill, Ph.D.

Yao specializes in faculty professional development in learning assessment. She initiated the assessment-leadership building model at UH Mānoa. She has offered over 115 workshops and 170 consultations on the topic of assessment, evaluation, and curriculum development. She is the Vice-President of the Hawai‘i-Pacific Evaluation Association.

Apply by February 15, 2019

manoa.hawaii.edu/assessment/institute

Contact: Yao Hill at yao.hill@hawaii.edu · 956-4283
Crawford Hall 231, Assessment Office, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
More information: manoa.hawaii.edu/assessment/institute